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Read in English Ler em português At the Dallas airport the other day I saw many tall men, well dressed and awesome wearing large and immaculate Stetson cowboy hats. As I walked through one of those hats, I noticed two middle-aged men burned by the sun in fashion blue jeans that were close. They heard the same guy, they looked up and down,
and then one silently said to the other, "Great hat, no cattle." The same can be said of the massive efforts to improve the management of people in the American industry. Since the Second World War, calling it “human relations”, “people management”, “work relations” and now “management of human resources”, the business has spent millions to
make employees productive, loyal and motivated. First, academics, with minds open by the Hawthorne experiments, led the movement to effectively manage people. Now, enthusiastic consultants and zealous staff experts feed him. Fortune writes of staff directors as the “new corporate heroes”. The library shelves are overwhelmed with the people
management books, and a hundred new ones appear every year. Two hundred documented attempts will improve the quality of work life (QWL), and three well-known national institutions have letters to improve productivity and QWL. Since Hawthorne, the successive waves of solutions and programs of people's problem have washed and agitated the
industry. In some cases of desperation, managers have consistently invested in monitoring training, organizational behaviour, interpersonal behaviour, T groups, sensitivities training, employee attitude surveys, job enrichment, flexible benefits and expanded franchise benefits: larger pensions, subsidized insurance, more days sodaelpme sodaelpme
sol ed n³Ãicunimsid anu nartseum setneicer sarfic saL .dadivitcudorp ne oN ?sogap sol n¡Ãtse edn³Ãd¿Â orep ,samargorp sednarG .sonamuh sosrucer ed sotnematraped sol noc âojabart ed aicacifeâ al ravitcaer ed odnatart n¡Ãtse saserpme sal aroha y ,sodatalne senoicacinumoc ed seteuqap y saÃd ortauc ed sanames ,sotroc s¡Ãm ojabart ed saÃd For
the United States. Not in the absence of strikes. Not in generalized friendly labor relations. Not in the strategic position of many American industries in international competition. Not in the absence of government intervention, such as the OSHA and the regulations of the EEO. Not in confidence, support and public credibility in our business system or
large corporations. Not in the image of managers as a benign and trust group in our society. Not in the absence of hostility or classes war. Not in the enthusiastic acceptance of the employees of new technology, machinery or equipment in fabric, of stripped offices or of increases in efficiency in the service industries increasingly exploited. Great hat,
without cattle! The management of human resources seems to be, in its majority, good intentions and whistles in the dark or the deceleration of the unionization. And the results of the 1970 day suggest that we may not even have ours. The bad management of the workforce in this country to birth and our standard of living. It makes us incompetent
with the Japanese and other ash, the Western Germans, the Swiss and many others. I do not want to exaggerate the gloomy aspects of this image. A large puprity (and certainly many medium and lower size companies seem to have made their work forces in competitive assets. And surely there has been modest progress everywhere. For the most
part, sweatshirts are some of the past. The workplaces are better illuminated and ventilated and are generally insurance than in the past. Atmosphere at work is less cold, and making participatory decisions. Managers are more aware of feelings and relationships and make less demands of employees. Less â € œbulls of the Woodsâ € they charge on
offices and faces. Personnel people are more us us arap najenam es saserpme sal ©Ãuq rop y om³Ãc etnemraluger nacilpxe asac al ed senoicacilbup sal y ,ajeuq ed sotneimidecorp etnemaralc odaralced nah saserpme s¡Ãm profit. Some will argue that we have been doing many of the right things and that they are social factors such as "working
ethics", "new race", and "New" Sociology that erode management efforts. However, in most companies, the results of the management of enlightened people are simply more comfort, more relaxation, more freedom of pressure, more security, more benefits and higher wages, no more productivity and loyalty. What went wrong? Why do so few
companies actually use the biggest competitive weapon of all the powerful resources of motivated, energized, cooperative and reliable people? Few managers need a lot to convince the importance of people. All the managers I've spoken to say, "People are our greatest asset." But they also report, "We don't know how to motivate them." increasingly
difficult to handle ". Staff departments don't give us the leadership we need." Equivocated? Managers have had difficulties in managing human resources for four reasons: 1. Achieving the cooperation, energy and commitment of the whole heart of a large number of employees is difficult, so managers are often not realistic in their hopes.1 2. Concepts
on managing large numbers of people often transmit contradictory messages to managers. 3. Critical problems in the corporate management of staff, such as the place of human resources management (human resources management) in corporate decision-making, the role of staff and the lack of sufficient human resource management knowledge at
high management levels, remain largely unresolved. 4. Some management assumptions regarding human resources management undermine the efforts of many managers, no matter how well-meaning they may be. Achieve theof employees capture the loyalty of hundreds or thousands of people in a commercial company to direct their towards the
objectives of the company is enormously difficult. The objectives of the company are of a general and far-reaching nature, profit and growth. But employees generally focus on short horizons to meet their needs on wages, wages, working conditions, fair treatment and promotion. Drawing a connection between these set of goals is not easy. Effective
relationships between individuals and companies rest on the trust of employees that the objectives are connected. But the development of trust often requires over years of bad experience and the belief of many employees that businesses exploit people. Of every 100 employees, 5 or 10 will be disappointed or burned by some work-related experience,
which may have been beyond the company's control. Their subsequent alienation may subvert the efforts of the administrators and staff officers to build morality. Since working in a social, industrial operation requires people to abandon many freedoms and that groups that act collectively play in that loss of freedom to improve their own short-term
interests, that the workforce is not compromised should not be a surprise. Given that, the struggle for a motivated workforce is a battle uphill. It is a pink idealism to think that every employee will turn on and perform with 100% devotion to a company and its objectives. Short-term economic interests are in clear conflict. Employees see that their
portion of the cake is smaller to serve greater profits to the owners. In addition, political factors such as the Nader Raiders and the anti-large-negotiated wing of the Democratic Party exploit the distrust of the employees, the corporation and the managers, to whom the employees often see that they are out for themselves and join with their corporate
leaders.the employee. People instinctively resent forces that manage and control them: great businesses, directors, the industrial establishment, the boss, the head of the boss. The anti -stable seeds sowed in The end of the 1960s and early 1970s are fruiting, and more employees who are never willing to undergo an organization or discipline of a
trade, profession or team. Given these obstacles to collaboration, such cooperation occurs within the corporate world is miraculous. Conflicts in managers' theory use many different organizational techniques to achieve collaboration and productivity. Researchers can take a big credit for the multitude of concepts and tools available. However, they
must also accept responsibility for the fact that their different disciplines often conflict and work in cross-points. For example, in most companies, managers employ four different disciplines to improve employee performance and relationships: human relations, labour relations, staff management and industrial engineering. Since human relationships
themselves include at least three main schools, six sets of ideas and quite different concepts can work in the same organization at the same time. 1. Human relations. Group behavior theories treat social interaction and interpersonal relationships through tools such as X and Y theories and sensitivity training. The precept of the school is that because
group behavior is fundamental to collaboration and success, groups must give authority and control upwards. The school of individual behavior of human relations focuses on individual psychology, leadership, power, authority, responsibility and subconsciousness. Their main concern is the feelings and impulses of the individual and, how they affect
the workplace. Organizational development goes further and focuses on the need for peopletogether about their common difficulties. Its central belief is that employees can often be better handled than managers can. 2. Labor relations. Labor laws, public policy, economy of wages and costs, demographer and management of labor, collective,
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employees be adaptable. Given these potential conflicts, experimenting with new approaches becomes more risky in large organizations that in small. The decisions become sensitive, they have long shadows, and, understandably, executives can become more cautious and can void or pass the day when they can. These problems of size and diversity
plague many great corporations in these days. Its effects are perplexity and conflict at the headquarters, frustration and irritation in the division and plant areas, and a MISHMASH of policy and personnel practices that do not have a clear approach. The policy ranging from the company to the point of view of the division, with the responsibility that
rests in any location, are often ineffective. Time is an enemy the management of human resources faces a fundamental problem that few companies have solved. Acquire and develop the right talents for the business, since it changes the strategy, technology and products requires more brilliant, wise, long -range planning than any other corporate
effort. Companies can generally replace or rebuild technology, physical facilities, products, markets or business systems in 3 to 5 years. But how long does it take to change the attitudes of L, 000 employees with an average age, we will assume, 40 and with 10 years of antiqueness? Clearly, the direction cannot dismiss the workforce and start over.
But it often takes years to make a very genuine change, and a bad decision or an unfortunate sequence of events can undo those years of progress. In contrast to the nature of GHH's task, which is a function that requires long -term thinking, coherence and power of permanence, short -range pressures such as annual budgets and plans force short term reactions. Successful administrators rare time si hcihw fo ytidilav eht ,snoitpmussa dleh ylnommoc wef a ,yllaniF sesimerp tnemeganam elbanoitseuQ .dleif eht ni tseb yrev eht tub lla mlehwrevo dna pu wollaws nac ytirohtua tuc-raelc fo kcal eht dna ,noitazinagro eht ni sutats wol eht ,esitrepxe niag ot deriuqer emit eht ,liated ehT .tuo gnitteg
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sreganam doog htiw htiw .melborp m melborp fo hot eht ta era ,luftbuod activities; and eliminates the responsibility of staff officers to establish short-term reactive human resources policies. Control is all if the control systems are really what makes an organization work well, it is argued that: by establishing careful and detailed annual forecasts and
monitoring results and monitoring results per month, quarter and year to meet the plans adopted, managers can effectively control and operate companies. This premise generates long-range thinking, as well as the long deadlines of delivery required to build effective human resources. Quantifications remain, but the "soft quality" items, such as
training and development, appropriate compensation structures and communication activities, are unsuccessful. Each problem has a solution that the eternally optimistic machista belief is that if the reason is applied: when managers put good minds to work on a problem, it will yield quickly. When good managers who will be responsible are armed
with good solutions, substantial improvements will occur. This premise represents many big "shadows"; managers have adopted programs "to fix" the bad morals or low productivity rather than reaching basic underlying causes. Short-term solutions or "Programs" do not work in human resource development better than in government. Managers who
want higher human resources should have fundamental symptoms rather than superficial; they need to accept unexpected disappointments and results from solutions to complex problems, and need the power to stay to work persistently to improve the quality of human resources. These problems are massive and stubborn. When they affected
disappointment and frustration, many managers react judiciously, blamingThe union or the government, the "workshop" or "the new breed", instead of its own fragmentary and reactive approach to the management of the management of people. Since we change the hoses, skills, values, beliefs and attitudes in a workforce, take a shot the lack of longrange planning in human resources is frequently disastrous. So the ultimate irony is that the personnel function¢ÃÂÂwhich deals with the most fundamental and central corporate competitive resource and that has the longest time horizon of any function¢ÃÂÂis left with no long-range strategy and allowed to react merely to transient pressures and
events. Toward Improving Human Resource Performance To develop human resources, corporate management will have to make some fundamental changes in its conventional wisdom. Let me suggest five processes to include in a new approach: 1. Managers need to tackle the mistaken premises head on and cast them out in favor of a new set like
the following: If managers continually fail to listen, communicate, explain, anticipate, and in every way nurture commitment and mutual understanding, employees will inevitably become alienated. In the nature of people and organizations there is a relentless gravitational slide toward alienation. Managers can develop and tailor a work force to meet
the particular performance needs of an organization. Because superior human resources create the most central, basic, and powerful strategic competitive advantage possible, human resources management should receive top priority. Employees are stakeholders in the enterprise. Their interest in the conditions of employment and work are as real as
those of stockholders and managers. The problem is not whether to keep them involved in the management of the enterprise, but how. As a function, personnel has as much a right and an obligation to monitor the quality and prescribe the processes of personnel activity (selection, compensation, communication development, et cetera) as accountants
do to prescribe and monitor accounting policies and procedures. The top echelon of leading companies in this respect, such as Hewlett-Packard and Dana Corporation, gives the personnel function broad license in and all human resources activities. 2. Any company can begin to improve human resources management simply by doing the basic best.
The most practical way to start is to perform all ongoing routine staff activities with extraordinary attention. Research suggests that for the many reasons mentioned above, recruitment, selection, compensation, employment design, training and communications procedures are carried out in many companies at full speed and inadequate. The worst of
all is supervision, the oldest and most written of management skills. Business schools neglect it, and the economy, schedules, costs and time pressures allow neglected and inhumane practices to characterize it. Bad supervision is absolutely unnecessary, however, millions of workers have to endure it. It smells like American manufacturing and
services industries beyond belief. The importance of good supervision is so obvious that its rarity is amazing. The enormous improvements in human resources management in General Motors began when managers returned to the basic concepts of good monitoring and communication. For example, while QWL programs were behind the change in
Tarrytown, the supervisors achieved fundamental changes by supervisors who simply treated people with care and respect. 3. Managers must set a seven-year time horizon for their human resource planning and operation. I choose seven years simply to point out that it is not one, two, three or even five. Staff planning needs at least that amount of
time to survive several generations of senior executives' strategy changes, economic recessions, division and crisis across the company, changes in the riviv riviv ne otnat nadrat sodaelpme sol Y .n³Ãicareneg aveun anu ratartnoc arap y ;savitcudorpmi sedutitca o sedadilibah ranimile ;lanosrep ed sedadivitca sal ne setnatropmi soibmac sol ed
soicifeneb sol rahcesoc y rarojem ,riviv ,ralatsni ne so±Ãa eteis sonem la nadrat setnereg soL .socig³Ãloncet secnava y savitalsigel senoiculover ,selatnemanrebug A history permit in a company that forms a new basis of trust. Seen as a continuous problem of seven years, the task of human resources management acquires a completely new cast that
demands a power of permanence, as well as a clear philosophy and strategy. For example, IBM philosophy that people are valuable for the company have impregnated the organization from the beginning. Similarly, in Hewlett-Packard, the founders stated a set of states that placed the first people. Until today, these values persist with a great benefit
for these companies. 4. Having a seven -year horizon requires managers to develop a philosophy, some objectives and a strategy. Since the strategic planning of human resources is an unknown art and, since it can lead to researchers to develop the competition, managers will make them better to start on their own instead of waiting for the perfect
approach . But how to start? The combined experiences of four great American corporations that have been working in HRM for a long time (Honeywell, American Hospital Supply, Dana Corporation and Westinghouse) offer several lessons: a first step is Cotics in terms of skills, attitudes and behavior they develop. Each corporate unit and division has
implicit objectives in its personnel activities: develop a workforce that achieves low costs, be flexible or acquire special project skills, for example. In the majority of companies, this analysis will show that the implicit objectives of the various policy and personnel activities are contradictory. In addition, the uniformities in polytic and the practices
between divisions, departments and functions are often dysfunctional to meet the strategic needs of these separate groups. A second useful step in planning the human resources strategy is to identify by function, department and division the desired behaviour characteristics of each employee♪♪ ♪♪ ♪♪ ♪♪ ♪♪ ♪♪ ♪♪ ♪♪ ♪♪ ♪♪ ♪♪ ♪♪ ♪♪ ♪♪♪♪ ♪♪♪♪♪ ♪♪
♪♪♪♪♪♪ ♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪♪The Personnel Department as a functional operation with firm authority and
responsibility in effective human resources management has helped several companies to attract and maintain good personnel administrators. Regarding the development of higher human resources as an essential competitive requirement that needs functional and long -range strategic plans, higher managers can attract many of the best
administrators of the company to HRM function. Some companies that have transferred outstanding administrators to personnel functions during two to four years have developed, after five to seven years, a superior management group, of which a large proportion has had an experience deep in the formulation and application of the human resources
strategy. A group of loyal and productive employees is the most effective competitive weapon of an organization. But during the last day, the variations between the people available for employment seem to have increased considerably. The subtle differences in employment and personal skills and in attitudes towards work and employers have made
more difficult select an exceptional set of employees. Mass education, which makes the level of schooling less significant as a selection criteria, has aggravated the problem. Compaã ± ãas léderes in HRM have learned that the old adage that â € œ people are people is incorrect: there are enormous differences between a good employee and an
excellent one. A small fraction of companies have learned to insist stubbornly to hire the best. These biggest problems to achieve a set of quality employees have made this HRM strategy, when it has been carried out with ã ã ã © xito, a competitive weapon uniquely dynamics. But it is more important to never recruit and develop a group of employees
high quality, as companies with a start of head are hard to catch. Their good people attract others like them, while conventional organizations have to accept what remains. Human resources planning canas a catalyst and an operating mechanism to accelerate the construction of an effective workforce. When this is achieved, people are energized and
compromised and become the most powerful and fundamental corporate competitive resource of all. Throughout the production matrix, people are probably the most frustrating for managers, as they are the most difficult variable to control and predict. No matter how predictable society tries to make its members through their various socialization
mechanisms, people continue to give managers more problems. Managers always complain about "these workers." The consequent negligence of human needs that could satisfy the books of case history with stories of insensitivity to management to workers. This insensitivity often turns around and is explained as a "Lack of Worker Motivation". The
workers become strangers to many managers and are only seen as an extension of a piece of machinery in which a capital investment has been made. This leads to the engineering dream of eliminating the "human element" in production. 1. The term large numbers is used in this article to distinguish between management problems related to
interpersonal relationships and small groups and those related to large groups, departments, divisions or companies and entire institutions. My focus is on the last, not the first. A version of this article appeared in the September 1981 edition of Harvard Business Review. Check.
04/09/2021 · Motivation as a meaningful construct is a desire to satisfy a certain want and is a central pillar at the workplace. Thus, motivating employees adequately is a challenge as it has what it takes to define employee satisfaction at the workplace. In this study, we examine the relationship between job motivation factors and performance among
teachers of basic schools … Download Free PDF. Rotación de personal ¿Qué es y cómo combatirla? Rotación de personal ¿Qué es y cómo combatirla?, 2020. Dolores Alvarez. José Felipe Ojeda Hidalgo + 11 More. Download Download PDF. Full PDF Package Download Full PDF Package. This Paper. A short summary of this paper. 37 Full PDFs related
to this paper. Read Paper. Tindell and Bohlander (2012) found that nearly nine in ten college students had texted in at least one of their classes, and that nearly two thirds felt that they should be allowed to do it. Most college and university students own laptops (Dahlstrom, Walker & Morgan, 2013), and they self-report that they are spending nearly
half of their waking life with a laptop in their lap. The Control Document Index includes BLM documents that affect or have affected the control, limitation, or restriction of public land and resources. CDI documents include public laws, proclamations, and withdrawals. CDI documents have been kept on microfilm since the 1950’s, but are now being
scanned and linked to existing data records from BLM’s LR2000 database.
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